M-36
System Restoration Manual

April/May, 2014
• Annual Review per:
  – EOP-005-2, Requirement 3
  – EOP-006-2, Requirement 3

• No significant changes
• Changed Control Area to Balancing Authority throughout
• Section 7.1.2
  – Renamed “Minimum Source Requirements” to “Minimum Source Guidelines” and added clarification on their use

• Attachment A
  – Documented exceptions to calculation of Critical Load as approved by SRSTF
    • Intermittent Generation
    • Complex cranking paths for minimal ICAP gain
    • Non-dispatchable units or units with very high minimum limits
• Attachment D – Added expectations of GOs and TOs for participation in PJM sponsored Restoration Drills
• Attachment G – Table 1 updated to reflect some updates to TO Restoration Plan annual update schedule
• Annual Updates to:
  – Section 7, Exhibit 10 “PJM Table of Major Synchronization Devices”
  – Attachment F, Figure 1 “TO Restoration Document References”
  – Attachment H – Under Frequency Load Shed (UFLS) Table
• Minor grammatical and clarifying changes throughout
• SOS – 3/26, 4/30
• OC – 4/8, 5/6
• MRC – 4/24, 5/29
• Manual M-36 Effective Date – 6/16/2014